
The traditional archery market continues
to grow and, as always seems to be the
case, we are right in the middle of

CHANGE!  Traditional archers are finding that
we can successfully mix the new with the old.
Longbows and recurve bows continue to follow
classic lines, but the materials and designs are
improving, creating faster and
more stable products.  If you
haven’t given a modern long-
bow or recurve a try lately, do it.
You’ll probably be quite sur-
prised.  They’re better than ever.
With change comes new prod-
ucts and new directions.  We
have a few that we’d like to share
with you.  These are the trend-
setters, the products on the top

of the list in traditional archery circles today.

Carbon Shafting: One of the hottest ‘new’
products in our market is carbon shafting.  Yes,
we know, carbon shafting has been out there
for years, but the carbon shaft manufacturers
have more recently recognized the special
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Heavy brass inserts help boost
overall mass weight and allow pre-

cise matching of carbon arrows to
particular bows.
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needs of traditional archers, and have
started to address them.  Lets take a
look at these carbon arrows for tradi-
tional archers.

Carbon Express, and Gold Tip are
good examples of carbon shafting
manufacturers who are stepping up
and answering the traditional need.
They now offer several shaft sizes,
from light spines to heavy spines,
allowing near perfect matches to any
weight longbow or recurve.  Many
traditional archers like shooting
wood, but wood has its challenges.
Arrow straightness, for instance, can
be a big concern when shooting
wood shafting but this is not an issue
when you switch to carbon shafting.
Carbon arrows are straight.  In fact, as
the saying goes, “If they’re not
straight, they’re broken.”  This is a
good selling point when you’re setting
up a new customer up with tradition-
al gear.  They’ll have plenty other
areas of concern so using an arrow
that is always straight and just about

indestructible will help to build their
confidence early in the game when
it’s most important.

Wood arrows look great too, and
in answer to that, the Carbon Express
‘Heritage’ series offers a faux-wood
grain finish that has the look of old-
time compressed cedar shafts.  You’ll
think you’re holding the real thing.
Gold-Tip has a wood-look finish too,
it’s found on their “Traditional” series.
Think of it, all the advantages of
wood, but none of the drawbacks.
Another benefit for the traditional
archer is the 5/16 inch outside diam-
eter.  This diameter remains constant
throughout all the shaft sizes allowing
the arrow to rest a little closer to the
center of the bow.  This is important
to traditional archers who are set on
fine-tuning their equipment.

Historically, one of the drawbacks
for those shooting traditional equip-
ment who wanted to use carbon
arrows was carbon’s lack of physical
weight.  Carbons were light.  Too light.

Now, they come
straight from the
factory weighing
up to 12-grains
per inch, and
there are many
a c c e s s o r i e s

available that not only increase the
shaft’s mass weight, but that can be
used strategically to create the best,
most accurate arrow flight imagin-
able.  One of those accessories is the
weight tube system.  These slick little
plastic tubes fit inside carbon shaft-
ing, adding another 2-3 grains per
inch, depending on which one you
use.  Easy to install, easy to use, the
weight tubes are a very popular tun-
ing option.  

Right now Dale is shooting the
Carbon Express 250 Heritage series
cut to 29 inches.  These arrows, all
fletched up, with weight tubes
installed, are weighing in right at 585
grains.  (With 125-grain broadheads
installed.)  This is what he calls “The
perfect fit for my 56 pound longbow.”
Dale always goes by the rule of 10
grains of arrow weight for every
pound of bow weight.  In addition to
weight tubes, some other trendy
weight-control accessories include:
Adjustable weight systems for both
nock end and point end, steel broad-
head adapters in 100 and 125 grains,

PHOTO LEFT:
Quality ground
blinds are all the
rage in traditional
circles and this
one from Double
Bull has generous
height specifically
for traditional
bowhunters.

PHOTO BELOW:
The “Heritage
Series” from
Carbon Express is
a traditional
archer’s dream.
These shafts are
tough, heavy and
attractive.

Circle 120 on Response Card
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brass washer weights, and even solid
brass inserts that can bump your
mass weight by as much as 100
grains.  Now, any traditional archer
can, through strategic use of carbon
arrows and accessories, get the most
ideal combination of mass weight,
balance, and flight characteristics
possible for any given bow.  With this
in mind, it’s easy to understand why
the traditional market has embraced
carbon arrows and carbon arrow
accessories.

Heavy Points and Broadheads:
Why are these needed, you might ask?
The traditional archer likes to try out
new and different products.  One of
the leaders in this market started to
hunt only dangerous big game.  For
that he wanted the heaviest arrow
possible.  Not only was he using a
solid fiberglass shaft but also was
looking for 200 plus grain points.  His
stories caught everyone’s imagination
and he was proving that a very heavy
arrow could and did bring down
some of the most dangerous game in
the world.  So, we are seeing more and
more broadhead manufacturers
offering heavier heads.  

Heavy cut-on-contact broad-
heads are still the mainstay in tradi-
tional circles.  The awesome Stinger
from Magnus Broadheads will be
available soon in a heavyweight 150-
grain version.  Another new heavy

broadhead is the Shkote by G5 avail-
able in 150 grains and 175 grains.
These Shkotes were designed specifi-
cally for big, tough, African game.  No
discussion of top-selling broadheads
would be complete without mention-
ing the Wensel Woodsman.  We have
never seen anything like it!  From the
moment they were released, the
Wensel Woodsman became our best
selling broadhead.  They are a 125-
grain marvel of penetration and dev-
astation.  Barr none, these broad-
heads are the hottest thing going.  Just
try to keep them in stock!  In most
shops you see 85 grain and 100 grain
heads flying out the door.  In the tra-
ditional shops, it’s 125 grains and up.
Hot heads for this market are  even all
the way to 190-grain broadheads and

250-grain field points.  Heavy points
and broadheads are the name of the
game for traditional archers.  Follow
that trend and you won’t go wrong.

Cap Wraps: These are a type of
self-adhesive arrow stickers.  These
are as hot as it gets, they have been
accepted industry-wide with open
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Heavy
broadheads

are in and
the Shkotes

were
designed for
big and dan-

gerous
game. From
G5, they will

deliver for
your cus-

tomers.

One glue does all. The new Fletch-Tite
Platinum is the glue of the future
designed for wood, carbon, and alu-
minum shafts.
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arms.  You can dress up an arrow in
just a few seconds.  Simply pull the
wrap off its card backing and place it
upside down on a mouse pad.  Line
up the shaft and roll on your cap
wrap.  You now have a custom looking
arrow all ready for fletching.  They
come in several different colors as
some are florescent (very bright),
some are reflective, (so they reflect
like Bright-Eye trail markers.) and
others are solid colors.  The solids are
a bit plainer, but are still top sellers.
Your customers can personalize their
arrows instantly and feel proud about
doing it themselves without all the
mess and fumes associated with most
paints.  The newest Cap-Wraps out
are tiger stripped.  They sure catch
your eye when displayed in your
hunting quiver or on the practice
range.  Give them a try you won’t
regret it.  If you’re like us, your cus-
tomers will see them on your arrows
and be in shortly thereafter to buy
their own.

Brass Bullet Points: You may

have never seen these before, but give
them a close look.  We started offering
these because they looked different in
a ‘cool’ sort of way and the sales have
blown us away.  Everyone else seems
to like them too.  They are a totally
new look and the first time you see
them you’ll probably do a double
take.  Right now they are available in
11/32-diameter and 23/64-diameter.
You can order them as glue on or
screw on. The screw on style has an
internal thread so they can be added

to a wood shaft in sec-
onds making them
easy to use.  Right now
the only weight avail-
able is 125-grain.  The
bottom line is this,

they look good, they shoot well, and
they sell well. That’s why they made
the ‘hot new items’ list.

Imported Traditional Bows: The
traditional market was in desperate
need of reasonably priced, entry-level
bows.  Recently several importers
decided to fill that need.  We’re now
seeing quality take-down recurves for
kids that retail for less than $100.00.
We have been singing this song to
anyone who would listen for years.
Now the need has been filled and the
sales are brisk!  To perpetuate our
sport, we need to attract the kids of
today.  With these reasonably priced
bows, the parents can afford to get
them started.  So it’s a Win-Win situa-
tion to stock and sell these affordable
recurves.

Fletch-Tite Platinum: Normally
you wouldn’t think of an adhesive as
being a hot new product but this one
made the list because it’s the first glue
we’ve seen that was specifically for-
mulated to work on all carbon, wood,

The “Traditional” series by Gold Tip offers sizes to fit all bows in a nice wood-look finish.

Cap Wraps
are hot sellers

no matter
what kind of

arrow or bow
your cus-

tomers shoot.
Available in
many colors

and patterns,
these sell

quickly from
an attractive

counter
display.

More weight.
That’s a big trend in tra-
ditional archery circles.
These weight tubes
from Carbon Express
quickly add 2-3 grains
per inch to carbons.
That’s why they’re such
good sellers.
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and aluminum arrows.  We get the
question all the time, “Which glue
should I use.”  Now we can confident-
ly give a “one-glue-fits-all” answer:
Fletch-Tite Platinum by Bohning.

Digital Pocket Grain Scales:
Another item that blasted onto the
scene is the compact, reasonably
priced digital scale.  For years, if you
wanted accuracy, you had to use
either a balance beam scale (s-l-o-w),
or a full-sized digital scale (expen-
sive).  Not any more!  Reasonably
priced, compact digital scales are
now available that retail for less than
$40.00!  These scales are unbelievable.
How can such an inexpensive scale be
any good?  They weigh up to 1500
grains, can ‘tare’ a holding accessory,
carry a five-year warranty, and batter-
ies are included.  Hey, we’ve tested
them.  They’re fast, accurate, and
affordable.  Thousands of these will
be sold in archery shops around the
country this year.  No wonder they
made the list!

DVD’s: Sales of VHS video titles
are way down.  DVD’s are the new
trend-setting format.  Our newest

Circle 82 on Response Card

PHOTO RIGHT: Low cost, entrance-level
bows like these from AIM open the archery
door for kids of all ages.

Quality low-cost pocket-size grain scales are BIG!  Just try keeping them in stock.
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titles are only available in DVD.
What’s not to like about DVD’s?  They
take up less room on your shelves,
they don’t degrade with age, and they
have no ‘tape’ to get stuck in a player.
They’re a no-hassle, trouble-free
media that’s here to stay.  In tradition-
al circles there are now many titles to
select from too.  You can now view
moose hunting in northern Canada,
bowfishing in Alabama. Or you can
learn Flemish string making and
crafting traditional wood arrows.
DVD’s are the way to go for both
action and instructional topics.

Ground Blinds: Traditional
bowhunters are grounded!  Many tra-
ditional bowhunters are getting out of
tree stands and taking to the ground
to add another element of excitement
to the hunt.  In doing so, the demand
for high quality ground blinds has

increased.  The Double Bull
line is an excellent example of
this type of ground blind.
This is not a low-end item,
but their patented system is
easy-up and easy-down, and
the quality is second to none.
Ground blinds are an excel-
lent way to introduce kids to
bowhunting.  The good news
is that the blind masks most
of their movement.  But,
there’s not much you can do
though about their excited
announcement, “There’s one
Daddy!”  Sales of ground
blinds, like those from
Double Bull, are gaining
momentum every day.

The Shaggie suit by Rancho
Safari is another item that isn’t really
new, but is showing a sharp increase

in sales earning it a spot
on the trendsetters list.
The Shaggie is similar to
a Ghillie suit but much
lighter, much less expen-
sive, and it’s designed for
bowhunters.  Dale has
used these and is a
believer!  They’re com-
pact, easy to carry in the
field, and break up your
silhouette so well that
Dale has had Pope and
Young deer within 15
yards while wearing the
Shaggie!  Taking to the
ground is a big trend for
traditional bowhunters
and a bowhunter on the
ground in a Shaggie is all
stealth.

There you have it.
The newest trends in tra-
ditional archery.  We’re
changing, and that’s a
good thing.  We’re mixing
the old with the new.
You have to be adaptable
to survive.  If you don’t

grow, you die and traditional archery
growth figures are still out-pacing
nearly every facet of the bowhunting
market today.   Whether you decide to
carry all or some of these trend set-
ting products is up to you.  We believe
you’ll be missing out on a great
growth opportunity if you don’t.
Opportunity is knocking.  Traditional
archery is on the move.  Cash-in on
these hot new trends for 2005 today.  

For more information contact:
3Rivers Archery, PO Box 517 Ashley IN
46705. You can call us at (260) 587-
9501, send your email message to
info@3RiversArchery.com, or check
us out on-line at 3riversarchery.com

ABOUT THE COLUMNISTS: A
former tool and die maker who is no
stranger to precision work, Karch
spent three years working full time as
a bowyer before he and wife Sandie
purchased 3Rivers Archery. Running
the business has given him a unique
perspective on the traditional side of
the archery industry. Todd Smith
lived in Alaska for several years and
trained under master fletcher John
Dodge, well known for making some
of the finest cedar arrows every
offered. From 1988 to now, Todd has
been the "Right Hand Man" at the
Ashley, Indiana distributor. 

The Magnus Stinger has already proven itself as a
top performer both in sales and in the field. The 150
grain version fits right into the “heavy is better” tra-
ditional archery trend.

The Shaggie by Rancho Safari is the ultimate in ground
concealment. With traditional bowhunters taking to the
ground they need camo that works: The Shaggie system is
the answer.
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